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Abstract: China currently has the largest population in the world and is currently experiencing rapid economic and urban growth, becoming the world’s number one pork and poultry consumer. In order to meet this growing demand for meat, China has increased its demand for soybeans to produce chicken and pork. It has imported soybeans from the United States, Brazil, and Argentina, while keeping its soybean production for direct human consumption stable at home. Brazil has become the largest soybean exporter to China, and, in response specifically to Chinese demand, has become the second largest producer of soybeans in the world. This has changed land use in Brazil, particularly in its central plateau. In this paper, we indicate how these two countries, telecoupled by trade in soybeans, are depending on each other as they try to balance environmental and economic objectives. Brazil, as a sending system, has created pressures on its natural ecosystems, which have led to losses particularly in the Cerrado biome and its ecotones in the Amazon’s tropical moist forest biome. China, as a receiving system, has created a land asset important to regenerating its lost natural systems (e.g., forest cover areas). Both countries have different property rights regimes, which have created distinct circumstances in which they are to protect or regenerate their natural ecosystems. Throughout this paper, we analyze how both countries have dealt with the lure offered by the soybean commodity trade.
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1. Introduction

China has a population of over 1.3 billion people and is today the second largest economy in the world, according to the World Bank [1]. The GDP growth of China has averaged nearly 10% per year over the last 30 years, and, in what is reported as a slowdown in its economy, is growing at 6.7% for 2015 [1]. This rapid economic growth has had effects on Chinese society, resulting in, among other things, an increase in animal protein consumption, which accompanies improved incomes [2,3]. The other big change—and one profoundly related to it—is the rapid urbanization of China, which has gone from 42.52% urban to 55.61% urban between 2005 and 2015 [4]. The change from rural to urban has also contributed to the dietary shift towards more animal protein consumption. According to Larsen [2], China has become the world’s number one pork and poultry consumer, surpassing the US in 1992 (Figure 1).
This transformation has resulted in a conversion from the local, small-scale production of pork and poultry for a mostly rural population, to more specialized livestock operations that use mostly soybean-based feed, and that feed the growing urban populations. More than 60% of the world’s exports of soybean go to China from the United States, Brazil, and Argentina [2]. Of these three countries, Brazil is the greatest contributor with 46.3% currently, having surpassed the US—who provided 39.2% of the Chinese soybean imports in 2016 [5]—as a soybean exporter to China [6]. The amount of Brazilian soybean exported to China in 2016 represented 40% of the country’s production [6]. These imports provide the feed necessary to expand pork and poultry production in China. This trade relationship across the world has coupled human and natural systems, and has implications within and between Brazil and China. In the literature, this global coupling of human and natural systems has come to be known as the integrated framework of telecoupling (socioeconomic and environmental interactions over distances) [7]. In this approach, each country is considered a coupled human and natural system, and two or more coupled natural and human systems affect each other across long distances with unintended consequences on the sending and receiving trade partners. This telecoupling approach contrasts with traditional coupled human–natural systems that focus on one system, or with economic trade approaches that overlook dimensions such as property rights, environmental outcomes such as deforestation, and the role of institutions.

A lesser known fact is that in this process of soybean imports (most recently up to 70 million tons), the annual production of soybeans within China has not declined, but has remained stable since the mid-1980s. In 1984, China consumed the 14 million tons of soybean it produced, and in 2014 it was still producing 14 million tons (Figure 2). What had changed was the increase in its consumption from those 14 million tons to 70 million tons, a change met by increasing importations of soybeans [2], and greater productivity per hectare from areas in soybeans in China, resulting from major investments in agricultural research (going from 1.3 tons per hectare to 1.8 tons per hectare between 1984 and 2014). Nonetheless, Brazil’s productivity has had even greater increases during the same time frame (going from 1.6 tons per hectare to 2.9 tons per hectare between 1984 and 2014). The increased production of soybeans in Brazil (Figure 2), incentivized to meet this demand, has resulted in the expansion of the planted soybean area from 1.2 to 2.5 million hectares in ten years (2003 to 2013) in the MATOPIBA (an area encompassing MAranhao, TOcantins, Plauui, and BAia states) agricultural frontier region alone, and over land previously covered mostly by the Cerrado biome—a tree bush savanna found in Central Brazil—rather than over pastures [8]. The total area in soybeans in Brazil is much larger than that in MATOPIBA. For instance, in Mato Grosso alone, the soybean area increased from 4.4 to
8.9 million hectares between 2003 and 2015, which contrasts with the 32.2 million hectares planted in soybeans in Brazil during 2015 [9].
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This situation poses different challenges to both countries. On the one hand, the sending system in the soybean trade—in this case Brazil—is ranked as one of the most biodiverse countries in the world. It holds one of the biggest carbon stocks on the planet (in the biomass of the Legal Amazon which includes Mato Grosso, the biggest producer of soybeans in Brazil). This global environmental role presents a challenge as to how to protect its natural systems under the pressure of China’s demand for commodities. On the other hand, the receiving system—China—is able to maintain its soybean cultivated area by importing most of the increased demand for soybeans, without having to triple the land area for the production of the 56 million tons of additional demand. While it is impossible to know what lands China would have put into production to meet this large demand for soybeans, we can imagine that it would have had significant environmental impacts. Instead, by importing soybeans, China has been able to expand its forest cover by removing land from agricultural production (e.g., the Grain-to-Green program is but one of several policies that have led to China being a global leader in reforestation [10]). It needs to be pointed out that most of the Grain-to-Green land conversions did not involve traditional soybean producing areas: those remained, as noted earlier, in stable production. This has two consequences. First, it provides opportunities to protect and regenerate previously degraded natural systems, rather than to have to expand planted areas in soybeans into new areas or areas that might be prone to erosion (the main motivation for the reforestation programs). Second, it allows China to become a leader in carbon sequestration.

These different strategies are related to the ways each country has chosen to bundle its citizens’ property rights, and the legal mechanisms available to achieve production and conservation. This bundling of rights influences whether the use of the land in each country will be sustainable. It places each country in an advantageous or disadvantageous position with respect to continuing the production of food for export, or achieving its internal consumption objectives. This paper makes the case for property rights as a platform to shape the way countries respond to the effects of their many telecoupling processes. Both Brazil and China’s processes of environmental restoration or conservation
are the result of various telecouplings, as well as other internal processes such as policies, legislation, and international treaties. We use this telecoupled relation as an example of how property rights shape the manner in which countries deal with these relations.

In the following two sections, we will examine property rights and describe the property rights regimes of both Brazil and China. Then, we will discuss the main policies that have been developed to protect and recover the natural ecosystems in each country, and how these relate to the property rights framework. Finally, we conclude with an overview of how both countries have dealt with the lure that trading in soybeans offers, and the way property rights have shaped their responses.

2. Property Rights

Property rights are defined as “a claim to a benefit stream that the state will agree to protect through the assignment of duty to others who may covet, or somehow interfere with, the benefit stream” [11]. This traditional view of property rights has been redesigned to allow for the dissection of these rights into various groups of rights. One typology has identified five different control rights: access, withdrawal, management, exclusion, and alienation [12]. These rights are defined by Schlager and Ostrom [12] as follows:

**Access:** The right to enter a defined physical property.

**Withdrawal:** The right to obtain the “products” of a resource (e.g., catch fish, appropriate water, etc.).

**Management:** The right to regulate internal use patterns and transform the resource by making improvements.

**Exclusion:** The right to determine who will have an access right, and how that right may be transferred.

**Alienation:** the right to sell or lease either or both of the above collective choice rights [12].

These five property rights are independent, yet usually held in a cumulative manner. As the rights are stacked on top of each other, they create different types of property rights holders, as described by Schlager and Ostrom [12] in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access and withdrawal</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Proprietor</th>
<th>Claimant</th>
<th>Authorized User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 illustrates how different bundles of rights may allow individuals to access and transform natural resources with different combinations of them. These combinations differ from country to country. Understanding China and Brazil’s respective property rights regimes is crucial to understanding how they have approached the effects of their telecoupled relationship on protecting or regenerating natural resources. Different bundles of property rights affect the incentives that individuals in each country have to protect their land for future use.

2.1. Rural Property in China

In China, there are two types of land ownership: state ownership and collective ownership. According to Kram et al. [13], three major waves of land reforms have taken place:

1. Private ownership (1930s/1940s to early/mid 1950s): The State granted individuals full ownership of agricultural land and forest land within this time period, also known as Mao’s First
Land Reform. Private property rights were not instated for grasslands, which were still managed as a common property resource.

(2) Collectivization/No individual rights (early/mid 1950s to late 1970s): The State rescinded ownership rights of individuals for agricultural lands, forests, and grasslands through collectivization.

(3) Decollectivization/Private and increasing use rights (late 1970s to present): The State granted individuals limited and short-term use rights, but not ownership, during a period of initial decollectivization in the late 1970s to mid-1980s. Since that time, the State generally has been increasing use rights granted to individuals with the exception of forests during the 1980s and 1990s. During that period, the State exerted significant control over timber harvest and other forest activities in response to the mass deforestation that occurred after use rights to forests were first distributed to households in the early 1980s [13].

Currently, the Chinese government has increased its efforts to give more security to use rights in a way that may lead to decisions that favor the long-term productivity of the land. One of the tools implemented for this was the Household Responsibility System (HRS). The HRS transferred the use and withdrawal rights from the state to households—while keeping the alienation and exclusion rights—to collectively improve the incentives for farmers to produce higher yields by implementing household output quotas [13,14]. The HRS was characterized according to Li [15] as making available access to arable land for all rural households, and providing the egalitarian distribution of land. Nonetheless, Li [14] also argues that in the land system, the rules and practices were not uniform throughout the country. In addition, the great majority of Chinese farm households did not possess written contracts, and most contracts lasted between 3 and 15 years even though the rule suggested that 30-year tenure contracts would be the norm.

The HRS allowed local village officials to balance two objectives. The first was to ensure the establishment and implementation of land system practices while continuing equal per capita access to land for welfare or subsistence purposes. The second was to provide stable land use rights to encourage stable productivity. To balance both objectives, a need to redistribute land often to keep up with population growth was required. This, in turn, created an environment of poor tenure security for households, which led in 2002 to the Rural Land Contracting Law (RLCL).

The RLCL, which came into force in 2003, delimits three basic rules for readjustment. It requires that all land readjustments be supported by the consent of two-thirds of the village assembly, or of the village representatives, as well as the approval of the township government and the county agricultural administrative body [15]. The measure is supposed to control the condition that allows for readjustments to occur before the 30-year term is completed. It allows for readjustments only in the case of a natural disaster that seriously damages the contracted land, or other special circumstances. This is in contrast to the original contracts which lasted between 3 and 15 years.

The RLCL also requires that written contracts issued to farm households be accompanied by county-level certificates affirming their land rights. These certificates are made to protect farmers’ rights in the case of a dispute, as well as to discourage possible violations of their land rights. By requiring written contracts and county-level certificates of land rights, the RLCL addresses the top concerns
of rural land tenure: a short or uncertain length of use; a lack of written contracts; and frequent land readjustments [14]. The RLCL has increased the land tenure security as well as enhanced an individual’s ability for recourse against violations of their land rights [16]. In contrast to the earlier contracts whose terms—although recommended to last 30 years—would fluctuate between 3 and 15 years in practice, the RLCL’s extension of land tenure to 30 years allows individuals to make long-term decisions. The stability the RLCL creates, and the property rights it embodies, means that China can expect land use—including the cultivation of soybeans—to remain stable, which it has in fact done. On the other hand, if China had had to meet the demand for a tripling in the total amount of soybeans it needed, the RLCL would have been put to a stress test at a time when people were leaving in large numbers from rural to urban–industrial jobs, and where the amount of high quality land for soybean production may have been limited. This may have resulted in significant social and environmental impacts.

2.2. Rural Property in Brazil

Brazil currently has a private property rights regime. This regime’s origins date back to 1850 with the Lei de Terras (Land Law) [17]. Under the current constitution in Brazil, ratified in 1988, there is a continuing emphasis on the social function of land that must be held as private property. It requires a rural property to meet three requirements: “(1) that the land in question be exploited economically in a “rational and adequate” manner; (2) that activities realized on the land comply with the labor code; and (3) that the natural resources on the property be exploited in a way that preserves the natural environment” [18]. The non-fulfillment of the social function gives the federal government authority to expropriate those lands. While it simultaneously prohibits the expropriation of “productive” properties, this prohibition may potentially nullify the labor and environmental aspects of the social function [18]. This rule allows for landholders to keep their land as long as it is in production. This gives priority to production over conservation use (or lack of using the land), thus incentivizing agricultural production and the opening up of new lands. Thus, the history of Brazil is characterized by a steady movement of people into frontier areas, first from Northeast Brazil to the Southeast and South, and then to the Central plateau and the North Region of the Amazon. This expansion is sustained by the deforestation of new areas, which are then put into agro-pastoral production. Since the use of cattle is the best way to prove that land is being used to fulfill its social function, using them to occupy vast areas allows a relatively small population to occupy large areas and ensure property rights. Over time, some of those lands may be converted to cropped areas when infrastructure and economic opportunities arise. To this day, the cattle ranching sector is the most responsible for deforestation, and occupies the largest portion of land in the agricultural sector.

There is considerable land concentration in Brazil, which dates back to the occupation of the Northeast in the 17th century. Plantations and cattle ranches dominate the landscape, with “latifundio” owners in possession of most of the land, and most rural people being landless. There has never been a major land reform in Brazil. Land “redistribution” has largely been done by expanding the occupation of land from the coastline toward the vast interior. In the 1940s, efforts were made to define a “March to the West” to encourage the country to move to the opportunities that the frontier opened up. The move of the capital from Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia in the 1950s was but one of many steps taken to move the country’s attention to the vast areas of unoccupied land in Central Brazil [19]. Since Brasilia is located in the Cerrado biome, this highlighted to citizens the opportunities that beckoned in this thinly populated part of the country. Prior to the 1970s, the Cerrado biome (tropical savanna) was occupied by cattle ranches using natural grasslands. Later, it was the site of an extensive and mechanized system of food commodity production, when agronomic solutions to putting these lands into cultivation became available. This also happened to coincide with China’s need for soybean imports in the mid-1980s [20]. The other part of the vast interior of the country is the tropical moist forests of Amazonia. It too became an object of occupation for the agrarian economy—following a similar trajectory led by cattle ranching—which received significant incentives at the start of the 1970s and thereafter [21,22].
Development programs encouraged investment in land to occupy these vast interior regions. In the 1970s, the Federal Government launched several development programs. Among them was the POLOCENTRO (Program of Cerrado Development), to stimulate the development of the Central–West region of Brazil, and to diminish the socioeconomic gap between this region and Southern Brazil. Throughout these development policies, farm credit was abundant to stimulate the expansion of the large-scale farm operations in the Cerrado biome. The farm credit via POLOCENTRO was destined to boost the acquisition of land and large-scale farming [23]. Road-building programs moved settlers to these new areas (e.g., the Trans-Amazonian Highway), and provided them with housing and startup funds [24,25]. Larger scale investments in expanding land occupation that favored soybeans began in the 1970s, to move the entrepreneurial gauchos from Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina first towards Paraná, and then to Goiás, Mato Grosso, and further North. In the 1980s, the Center of Agricultural Research of the Cerrado of Embrapa (Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation), achieved a technological breakthrough that made it possible to make the soils of the Cerrado biome capable of producing soybeans. The Cerrado biome was previously limited by the dry season wilting of soybeans because of shallow root penetration due to high aluminum saturation in the typical Oxisol soils. Correcting this limiting factor suddenly permitted deep root penetration, and thus prevented crop wilting. The tendency of property rights in Brazil to favor the large-scale occupation of new lands, the technical breakthrough that made vast areas of the flat terrain of the central plateau available to plant soybeans, and the demand from China for soybeans led highly capitalized farmers into the region, and gave impulse to the expansion of soybean production. Not all those who came were highly capitalized, but they were able to sell their valuable lands in Southern Brazil and purchase much larger acreage in what were inexpensive areas of Cerrado.

Credit policy has favored large owners and export crops in the agricultural sector [23]. Unlike China, which has a very dense population of mostly rural people, Brazil has been mostly urban for most of the 20th century, and is currently 90% urban. The rural land areas have largely been owned by a relatively small number of owners. One important factor in this process has been land tenure. The land titling situation in Brazil has always been a bit unclear, especially in frontier areas, but these new settlers were generally savvy and experienced with land titling. They quickly registered their land legally, upending a very old tradition of use rights that were informally held but never legalized at land recorders’ offices. The soybean growers quickly capitalized their farms, employed largely seasonal laborers, and used sophisticated mechanization. This was unlike other sectors of agriculture which remain to this day “traditional” (meaning low investment, extensive rather than intensive, and taking advantage of low rural wages rather than taking advantage of technological inputs). This was a new kind of agriculture for Brazil, which banks and credit agencies encouraged as part of a plan to gain worldwide recognition as a leading commodity exporter.

The epicenter of soybean production is Mato Grosso state. According to the Director of the Mato Grosso Institute of Agricultural Economics (IMEA) [26], 50% of soybean producers have less than 1000 hectares, 33% have from one thousand to three thousand hectares, 13% have from three to ten thousand hectares, and 5% have more than 10,000 hectares in their farm units. Some producers, such as the Amaggi Group, manage exceptionally large extensions of land. According to a 2016 report, the Amaggi Group planted 282 thousand hectares in total (155,550 hectares of soybean; 8063 hectares for soybean seed production; 66,245 hectares of maize, and 52,460 hectares of cotton) [27]. The Amaggi Group controls and manages the Northeast Export Corridor via the ports of Porto Velho in Rondonia and Itacoatira in Amazonas state. From there, the commodities go to Europe and Asia. In newer areas being developed, such as MATOPIBA (Maranhão, Tocantins, Piauí, and Bahia), the average farm size is considerably smaller, but likely to scale up in size as they reach the current day-maturity of Mato Grosso (a maturation which took some 25 years).
3. China’s Transformation

Within the telecoupled system created by the soybean trade, China has an interesting role regarding its natural resources. In China, the forestry sector aims to preserve the area and quality of forests to ensure the sustainable development of the country [13]. This objective is accompanied by the forestry industries’ desire to grow, and the need to improve land tenure security, which as explained above was addressed by the RLCL. Nonetheless, tenure insecurity remains a major issue [13,15]. Li [14] emphasized that there is a prevalence of informal practices in China that permit the continuation of land transfers, through short-term or at will contracts, which turn out to be uncompensated. Furthermore, the author finds this to be the result of farmers not knowing how to dispute these cases. The author finds also that there is a lack of a land registration system, despite the RLCL’s requirement for the registration of rural lands. There is still a disconnect between the de-facto and de-jure rules, particularly in the most remote areas.

The importation of soybeans to China has made it easier to regenerate some of the natural systems it had previously degraded, particularly areas prone to erosion. According to Fao [28], there was a net gain of more than 2.2 million hectares in Asia’s forested area between 2000 and 2010. According to this report, the net gains are largely the result of China’s afforestation initiatives [28]. China is paying particular attention to efforts to regenerate forests as carbon sinks, as well as strategies for the protection of water and to reduce erosion [29].

By importing the needed soybeans to increase meat production, China has been able to expand the area that it can dedicate to other uses besides soybean production. Any additional soybean production would have required more land to be put into production. Instead, it can import soybeans at a lower cost than could be produced in China, and permit other land uses in those areas. By incentivizing forest growth through its Natural Forest Conservation program, and its Grain-to-Green national program, the Chinese government has incentivized the restoration and conservation of forests in environmentally sensitive areas. This process of substituting internal commodity production with imports has occurred time and again across the world. Europe did this a long time ago—e.g., during the age of mercantilism—by having the New World produce basic commodities for its consumption. It is the children of these European immigrants to Brazil that are now the leaders of soybean expansion in Brazil. Moreover, Brazil (e.g., with support from Japan) is expanding agriculture—including soybeans—to Africa, as it did previously to Bolivia and Paraguay [21,30,31]. The response of European farmers, and the possible response of the African farmers, does and will depend on the property rights regime that each of their regions has. In the following section, we will explain how each of these programs works within the rural areas of China.

3.1. Natural Forest Conservation Program

This program was established in 1998. Its objectives are to restore the natural forests in ecologically sensitive areas; protect soil and water; increase the production of timber in forest plantations; protect natural forests from overexploitation; and permit the sustained multiple use policy [32]. The objectives mentioned above are sought through the implementation of a variety of policy approaches including technical training and education, land management planning, the mandatory conversion of marginal farmlands to forest lands (offering food to farmers affected), the resettlement and retraining of forest dwellers, and sharing in privately owned non-timber products.

This policy resulted in decreased timber harvesting in natural forests, going from 18.5 to 11 million m$^3$ in China and inner Mongolia between 1997 and 2003; there have also been reports of an increase in forested area to almost 11 million hectares by 2005 [33]. In the reforested areas, there is an increased need to diversify the species used, since only one or a few species were used in the effort, which hurts the need to recover biodiversity [33].
3.2. Grain-to-Green Project

The Grain-to-Green project, also known as The Sloping Land Conversion Program, is a program that seeks to restore areas of ecological significance. It has been in place since 1999. Its objective is to improve “ecological conditions by converting cultivated land with a slope greater than 25 degrees to forest or grassland” [34]. It is an incentive-based program, which offers in kind (food) and cash subsidies (2250 kg of grain/ha and 300 ¥/ha) for the conversion of cropland to forest or grassland. This compensation is supposed to cover the basic subsistence needs of the households from cultivating the land for 8 years [34]. This compensation is offered in exchange for ecosystem services (carbon sequestration or water and erosion protection). Through the Grain-to-Green program, China had converted almost 9 million ha of cultivated land into forest or grasslands by 2006 [35].

Under Schlager and Ostrom’s [12] property rights typology, Chinese farmers hold rights of access, withdrawal, management, and exclusion. Farmers have the right to transfer land, and contracting and operation rights, which would be considered rights of alienation. However, since the state is the owner of the land and farmers hold leases over their rights, the rights may be taken away at any point in time, diminishing their alienation rights. It is based on land tenure security that individuals will have (or not have) an incentive to seek sustainable practices and invest in projects such as replanting a forest. Through these two programs, the government provides incentives for farmers to align their management rights with those of the government. In the first case, it provides alternative income sources by retraining farmers for off-farm jobs and providing resettlement options. The second case is a payment for an ecosystem services scheme, where the government becomes the buyer of the services and the producer sells ecosystem services (carbon sequestration or water and erosion protection) [36]. This role of the government in directing property rights in China has been instrumental in the way its food needs are met. It is not at all obvious that in a Brazilian property rights context the same thing would have happened. In a hypothetical case where Brazil had to meet an increased demand for animal protein in its domestic market, it would most likely expand the area in pasture for cattle; or, less likely, expand land area in soybeans to meet that demand. The increased demand would have been met internally because it has a property rights system that favors land expansion with large private property rights. Because it still has 80% of the Amazon rainforest standing, it stands in a favorable position in the global community with regards to carbon stocks. Brazil also lacks the foreign exchange and favorable trade position that the Chinese economy has enjoyed for several decades. China, in contrast, has small properties, relatively stable ownership under ultimately governmental control, and it favors centralized decision processes to how to respond to a surge in internal demand. China’s decision to import the additional soybean demand for production of animal protein took into account internal land property rights, the desire to sequester more carbon to meet international agreements, and a way to continue to urbanize its rural population.

4. Brazil’s Transformation

The telecoupling of Brazil’s human and natural systems with the Chinese ones has increased pressure on its natural ecosystems. This pressure, initially diffused by the Forest Code that strongly protects the Legal Amazon, has created unintended pressures in the Cerrado. The Legal Amazon (5,020,000 km² of extension), created in 1953, corresponds to the area of the Brazilian states located in the North Region (Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima and Tocantins), plus the totality of the State of Mato Grosso, and the municipalities of the Maranhão State located west of the meridian 44° W. The Cerrado has received the greatest pressure from soybean land expansion, in part due to the restriction of the laws protecting the Legal Amazon (e.g., each landowner in the Amazon is supposed to keep 80% of the property as a legal reserve, as compared with 30% in the Cerrado). To protect the sustainability of its ecosystems, Brazilian law uses a land sparing initiative through the Brazilian Forest Code, which imposes a legal reserve of natural ecosystems the size of which depends on the ecosystem where the property is present. In the next section of the paper, we describe the Forest Code in the Brazilian context as it relates to the protection of Brazil’s natural systems.
The Brazilian Forest Code

Since 1934, Brazil has had a Forest Code subordinating private property to the collective interest of society, and which established a responsibility for land holders to conserve forests [37]. The military government that took over in 1964 prioritized the integration of the Amazon region into the national economy through colonization and agricultural expansion [25,38]. According to Banerjee et al. [38], by the 1960s the Brazilian Atlantic Forest was heavily deforested and fragmented, while the Amazon remained intact until the early 1970s. Until then, the legal instruments put in place to control deforestation—including another forest code issued to protect Brazil’s great natural wealth (the 1965 Forest Code)—were ineffective to protect the Atlantic Forests. The isolation of the Amazon provided protection more than the law itself; however, after roads began to be built in the 1970s, this protection began to erode, and deforestation took off in the Amazon region since the model for economic growth in the nation was driven by resource extraction [38]. Furthermore, the recent reforms in the Forest Code can be perceived as an amnesty for farmers who deforested illegally during recent decades [39].

Enforcement has always been a challenge in Brazil. Policies such as the Forest Code provide a legal framework in which to protect national ecosystems, but the lack of enforcement creates a sense of impunity when the code is violated (e.g., illegal deforestation), which has been a common practice until recently. Exceptions occur in some states, such as São Paulo, where there has been significant resource depletion, and where, in turn, civil society has moved to protect what remains. Bicudo da Silva et al. [19] found that São Paulo citizens actively protect the forests—even young secondary forests—and a forestry police effectively enforces what are seen to be environmental crimes [19,40].

The Forest Code of 1965 determined the legal reserve, which required all private properties to ‘reserve’ (put aside) a percentage of their forested land: 50% in the Legal Amazon and 20% in other regions [37]. In 1996, as a response to the high levels of deforestation seen in 1995, the legal reserve adopted a temporary measure, which increased the legal reserve on rural properties from 50% to 80% (in the Amazon), as well as prohibiting all new clearings on properties with already abandoned or unused areas. This measure became law in 2001 in spite of opposition from the agribusiness lobby, which was met by the environmental lobbies [37,38]. Finally, in 2012, a new forest code was introduced, which established a minimum property size to institute a legal reserve, and allowed the legal reserve to be settled outside the rural property but still inside the biome where the rural property lies. This created an opportunity for farmers to keep their productive lands in use and purchase other lands inside the legal boundaries of the biome to establish their legal reserves.

Between 2002 and 2008, the average annual rate of deforestation in the Cerrado was twice as high as in the Amazon [41]. This was due to the improved enforcement of illegal deforestation penalties, and monitoring in the Amazon that brought down rates significantly after 2004. During 2001–2004, Morton et al. [41] found that soybean production was an important driver of deforestation in the Amazon portion of the Mato Grosso state, which had contributed with around 17% of deforestation rates. During 2006 and 2007, Macedo et al. [42] found this pattern was interrupted and soybean production decreased, while the next two years saw a recovery in production due to increased yields and planted area. During the end of the decade, most of the expansion occurred in previously cleared lands. This up and down cycle of deforestation has to do with ambiguities in the application of the law, and the difficulty of enforcing the legal reserves in distant areas such as the Amazon.

Soybean expansion has greatly affected the Amazon, through the replacement of pasturelands with grain production [43,44]. Morton et al. [43] found a strong correlation between high soybean prices and deforestation in the Amazon, which refutes the claim that soybean production is not increasing the pressure on this biome. In response to this, major international soybean traders agreed to sign the Soybean Moratorium, which banned the purchase of grain grown on lands that were deforested after July 2006. This moratorium was extended to May 2016, by which time it was expected that the Brazilian government would have robust legislation, and the capacity to enforce the new Forest Code in such a way that a moratorium would be needless [44]. The jury is out on whether this has in fact occurred.
Currently, “[m]ore than 20 Mha of natural vegetation in the Cerrado are considered suitable for soybean expansion, and up to 11 Mha of these lands could be legally converted under the Forest Code.” [44]. These findings have stressed the need to improve the current Forest Code to become more restrictive, in order to protect the Brazilian biomes that may potentially be affected by the soybean expansion. Unfortunately, there is evidence of an uptick in deforestation in the legal Amazon in 2016 when compared with 2015, according to the Brazilian National Institute of Space research (INPE) (Figure 3). This is probably a result of the economic recession, and a lack of funds for law enforcement.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Through exploring the strategies of Brazil to protect its biodiversity (e.g., protecting natural vegetation areas by the Forest Code), and those of China—allowed in part by the externalization of soybean production—to restore and conserve forests and ecologically sensitive areas, it is important to discuss the ways in which these initiatives may be shaped by the bundles of rights offered in each country.

Both countries are exerting their power to boost their environmental sustainability. China uses an incentive-based strategy that seeks to manipulate the management rights of farmers and their preferences. Brazil uses legislation to define the allowed withdrawal rights through the requirement of sustainable use and a robust if not always enforced legislation over mandated protected areas within properties.

The requirement of a legal reserve in Brazil, with special rules for the legally defined Amazon, has created unintended consequences on other biomes, resulting in the displacement of deforestation to areas with smaller required conservation areas. These newly encountered situations are reflective of the way Brazil has protected its natural wealth, i.e., by choosing the most known and valued ecosystem (in biodiversity and carbon terms). In doing so, it has created great pressure on the Cerrado biome, which is an important biodiversity hotspot. Studies of biodiversity and conservation in the Cerrado provide evidence for its high biodiversity in plant, bird, insect, reptile, and amphibian species. They highlight the disproportionate efforts of preservation compared to ones observed in the Amazon [46–48]. By devaluing or not fully valuing the Cerrado, the doors are open to agribusiness to develop, unimpeded by considerations of ecological value.

In the case of China, the implementation of the Natural Forest Conservation and Grain-to-Green programs has overlooked the need to enforce the use of diverse species in the restoration of natural

![Figure 3. Legal Amazon deforestation (data source INPE [45]).](image-url)
ecosystems, rather than the adoption of single species with economic value in a monoculture forest plantation system (with preference for pine, eucalyptus, or bamboo, depending on the ecological zone). Overlooking such diversity for the restoration of its natural ecosystems is reflective of the fact that China is responding to two conflicting objectives. One objective is to improve environmental quality. The other is to reforest areas to reduce soil erosion to avoid the damage of floods such as those of 1998. An unintended but beneficial outcome of these reforestation policies has been to increase China’s carbon sequestration, and to make it a leader in the climate change community. Single species plantations certainly make it easier to exploit them economically, to locate relevant industrial users within close proximity, and to sequester significant amounts of carbon because of their fast rates of growth.

The international soybean trade has created opportunities in the receiving system—China—that have allowed it to regenerate its lost natural systems (e.g., forest cover areas), or areas prone to erosion and flooding downstream. This allows China to assure itself of timber sources, as well as to improve its international standing in the international climate accords. It has also not forgotten to protect biodiversity, as its continued protection of panda habitats makes clear [49]. It has also created pressures in the sending system—Brazil—that have led to losses of natural ecosystems, particularly in the Cerrado and its ecotones with the Amazon’s tropical moist forest biome. These transformations were made all the easier by a system of property rights that favor the expansion of land occupied, in a vast and demographically thinly populated country. Whether from external or internal demand, Brazil has been on a steady path of opening up its vast interior, and favoring very large private properties in doing so. This made it an ideal candidate to respond to China’s demand for soybeans, made all the more feasible by technical breakthroughs that made the vast flat Cerrado biome capable of large-scale soybean production, and the timing of China’s demand. Brazil has not tried to control the expansion of soybean production; but, rather, to encourage its expansion while making efforts to use legislation to limit deforestation in both the Cerrado and the Amazon, with uneven success due to poor law enforcement.

Through trade, Brazil and China have entered a conversation that will continue to transform each nation’s land use despite the great distances separating them. The telecoupling framework allows one to observe how international goals such as carbon sequestration, sustainable development, improved diets, and other goals are being met, or not, at a global scale. It has resulted in very different conclusions than those that could have been reached using more traditional, single-country analyses. Many current policy frameworks rely on separate analyses of a country’s performance with regards to biodiversity, sustainable development goals, or protection of conservation areas. These single-country approaches tend to hide the complex, reciprocal, and systemic nature of how the globalized economy operates. As we have shown in this paper, China and Brazil are tightly telecoupled, each depending on the other as they try to balance environmental and economic objectives. In this accommodation, property rights play an important role. Brazil’s history of land use expansion bolstered by property rights that favor large-scale appropriation of new areas suggests that it will continue to be a favorable provider of soybeans (and meat and other commodities). As Brazil improves its enforcement of the Forestry Code, and can protect the legal reserves mandated by law, it will be increasingly able to meet the environmental targets of the international climate change community, and thus achieve what they see as sustainable development goals.
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